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Car speaker set, Edifier GF651C
Do you want  great  sound quality  while  driving your  car?  The Edifier  GF651C two-way speaker  set  will  allow you to  create the perfect
audio environment. It includes a tweeter with a 25mm diaphragm made of silk and an extremely durable woofer made of PP plastic. The
use of 4 crossovers contributes to their optimal performance, providing even better sound characteristics, separation and spatiality. With
a peak power of 120 watts and a frequency response of 55 Hz - 25 KHz, it will give you the best experience! Embark on a musical journey
with Edifier!
 
Better treble sound
The silk-diaphragm tweeter provides clean, clear and harmonic sound, especially in the treble range, resulting in a perceptible increase
in  sound  quality.  In  addition,  coil  cooling  with  Ferrofluid  magnetic  fluid  benefits  from  better  high-frequency  reproduction,  reduced
resonances, effective coil cooling and improved sound dynamics. Listen to your favorite tunes without distortion or interference!
 
Feel the depth of the bass
The Edifier GF651C features a lightweight woofer made of durable PP plastic,  making it  resistant to harsh automotive conditions. As a
result, you can enjoy deep and powerful bass that will  add dynamics and enhance the energy of your favorite music. What's more, by
using  a  woofer  coil  wound  on  a  KAPTON-type  carcass  with  lightweight  CCAW  copper-coated  aluminum  wire,  the  Edifier  GF651C  kit
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provides  even  more  precision  and  sensitivity  to  the  speaker,  resulting  in  excellent  low-frequency  reproduction  and  better  sound
separation. This bass will move you!
 
Included 
2 "tweeter" tweeters
2 "woofer" woofers
4 Crossovers
	Manufacturer
	Edifier
	Model
	GF651C
	Total Power:
	Rated 60W / Peak 120W.
	Frequency response:
	55Hz - 25kHz
	Impedance:
	4 Ohms
	Tweeter "tweeter":
	52mm
	Diaphragm
	25mm dome

Price:

€ 79.00

Audio, Bluetooth speakers
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